1. Fish base folded in half the long way. Fold small flaps out, perpendicular to long flaps.

2. Bring small flaps up. Spine will flatten; long flaps move together, inner thickness moves to one side.

3. The stretched fish base. Lift.

4. Fold inner vane (double-layer).

5. Match points.
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7. Without creasing wired edge, fold up lower flap & pre-crease. Repeat 6 & 7 behind.
   (Note: flap may open from lift)

8. IRF each upper flap on existing creases. (Valleys change to mts)

9. Lift both long flaps on step 7’s creases.

10. Pinch Xs together. Turn over.

11. Curve side vanes in direction of each long curve. Hang singly, or tape 2 back-to-back.